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Spark- Rg$triction 9rder Imposed

It is noticed that many school Head Masters are sharing their Spark
User ID and Password to private parties / Net centers for preparing the Salary and all
other Claims. Spark contains all the confidential datas like Contacts, Salary details,
Service history, Loans and etc of the employees. So, sharing the spark details to the
private parties is a punishable offence. Many trainings for spark has been given from
the Department. All school employees are educated and they must know the importance
of maintaining the confidential details of Spark and the preparation of bills should be

made only by the DDO or Clerk or 'feachers of the schools concerned. If there is any
such practice if found to be repeated in future, serious actions will be initiated
against the HMs/DDO concerned. All DEOs & AEOs are directed to ensure the
authenticated usage of spark in the schools under their Jurisdiction.

The salary bills in spark should be prepared and submitted to lfg
treasury minirnurn 2 days before the end of the month. All other claim bills shoula .?p

clairned before 26't'day of each month except March to avoid delay in salary claimsl-if
there is any issues in Pay changes for an employee in spark duripg
Grade/Promotion/Transfer etc and if it is not solved before last date of bill processiqg,
then exclude that employee from the list and process the salary for rest of the
ernployees in time and submit the bill. Later the issue can be solved with the help;of
District Treasury Spark Help desk (9496383754,04912534236) or DDE Palakkad Spalk
section. Incase If the problem is not solved in the District level then it rnay be reported
to the Spark Chief Manager, Thiruvananthapuram through the Email
(info@spark.kerala.gov.in). Forcing the Clerk or DDO to stop the salary
processing of a single/few employee issues in spark and delaying the salary claims
of others is strictly taken into matter and actions will be initiated accordingiy.
Spark is a software which has some limited options given to the DDOs to make changes

in pay. So, all the staff members are requested to extend their patience and cooperation
until solving the issues.

DDE Palakkad
Spark Mail ID: ddepkdc@gmail.com
Spark Help Desk: 9446143625 (Cl Section)
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